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Joyroom USB/USB-C Adapter S-H151
Increase the range of your hardware's capabilities with Joyroom's USB to USB-C adapter. The S-H151 is widely compatible, supports OTG
functionality, enables charging and works with the USB3.0 standard to transfer data at 5 Gbps.
 
Wide compatibility
The  Joyroom  adapter  is  equipped  with  USB  and  USB-C  connectors,  making  it  very  universal.  You  can  successfully  connect  the  USB
connector  to,  among  others,  a  USB  drive,  keyboard,  game  console,  camera  and  USB  hub.  The  USB-C  connector  will  work  for  phones
(including iPhone 15 series), tablets, notebooks, PD charging adapters and PD car chargers. The possibilities are endless!
 
OTG function
You don't have to worry about installing additional software. The S-H151 adapter supports OTG function, so you can connect additional
accessories such as a mouse, keyboard or hard drive to your smartphone or tablet. Bet on convenience with Joyroom!
 
Fast charging and data transfer
With the Joyroom adapter you will  not only renew the energy of compatible devices, but also transfer files at speeds of up to 5 Gbps.
With the S-H151, you'll forget what waiting is! Enjoy high transmission speed and stable signal in any situation.
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Robust construction
Joyroom's product is made of durable materials that are resistant to scratches and marks of use, such as zinc alloy. What's more, the
S-H151 effectively distributes heat, so you don't have to worry about your equipment overheating.
 
Manufacturer
Joyroom
Model
S-H151
Type
USB to USB-C
Function
charging / data transfer
Port type
USB 3.0
Current
2 A
Data transfer speed
5 Gbps
Material
zinc alloy

Preço:

€ 2.10

Acessórios para computadores, USB Adapters
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